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The beginning of high temperature X-ray crystallography would be 
traced to as early as 1914, when Bragg (1914) demonstrated, a t  elevated 
temperaiures, the dinhution of X-ray reflection intensitias from NaCl and 
also change in their reflecting positio~~s due lo expansion of the lattice. 
Since then high temperature X-ray techniques have been used for the study 
of wide range of problems: phase transformation, thermal expansion, 
stress effects at elevated teniperatures, condei~sation reactions, solid state 
chemical reactions, molten salts, crystal structure analysis and thermal 
vibrations. Most of thesc techniques have been devised for investigating 
samples in the form of powders, blocks, plates, wires and rods. Some of 

,them have now become well established and have been developed as commer- 
cial instruments. 

We have been interested, over the last few years, in the application of 
high temperature X-ray techniques for single crystal studies. With a view 
to enable routine collection of high temperature X-ray diffraction data we 
have developed a few simple heating devices which could be adapted to 
ordinary room temperature cameras (Viswamitra e t  aL, 1970; Viswamitra 
and Jayalakshrni, 1972; Shaikh and Viswamitra, 1973) and diffractorneters 
(Viswarnitra and Jayalakshmi, 1970). X-ray measurements on single crystals 
can provide more detailed and significant information than those on pob- 
crystalline samples, in several areas related to crystal strncture and thermal 
vibrations of the atoms. Many of the phenomena in high temperature crystal 
chemistry such as phase transitions and solid solutions would be better 
explained by precise high temperature structure models than those based 
on room temperature data. 
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In view of the increasing interest in these studies by dnglc crystal 
analysis, we have compiled the various single crystal heaters that are now 
available and have summarised them in this review in the fbrn-i of a biblio- 
graphy. Devices developed since 1964 alone have becn included as the 
earlier work can be found in the excellent compilation by Goldschinidt (1964). 
An attempt has been made to make the bibliography as cornplelc as possible; 
but it is likely that there might be omissions becausc of non-availability of 
relevant journals. Figures have not been given as we have not described 
any particular apparatus or technique in detail. A general outline, however, 
of various heating methods, temperature measurement, calibration and 
control, specimen holders and adhesives is given as a background to the 
bibliography. Earlier review to deal with this subject are those by Gold- 
schmiclt (1955), Campbell (1967) and Schossberger (1967). 

The heating methods that have b-en employed in high temperature 
X-ray diffraction instruments are : 1. Resistance heating, 2. Induction 
heating, 3. Electron or ion bombardment, 4. Radiation focussing, 5. 
Hot gas biowiii~, 6. Flame heating and 7. Thermoelectric heating. 

1. Resisfance heating 

The simpiest in this method is the straight hcating of a metallic sample 
by passing a current through it. If the specimen is non-metallic, it is placed 
in a suitable metallic block, boat or plate which is currcnt heated. The 
most common resistance heating, however, makes use of an external fur- 
nace surrounding the specimen, in the forin of a metallic spiral wound on 
refractory tubes or hemispherical shells. It is nccessary to have a suitable 
gap between the two halves of the furnace for X-rays incidence and scat- 
tering. Hemispherical furnaces provide more effective heating of the sample 
and minimum temperature gradients compared with coil furnaces. For 
temperatures in oxidizing atmospheres, below 1100" C,  nichrome alloy 
seems to be the best available resistance material. Pt and Pt alloys are the 
most desirable heating elements up to 1500" C over long periods and up to 
1700" C over short periods only, as these materials evaporate a t  these 
temperatures. The evaporation can, however, be minimized by covering 
the heating element by a thin coating of refractory cement such as Alsop 
or Tho,. 

For still higher temperatures, the common heating elements are Mo, 
Ta, W or Re. In these cases it is necessary to employ either neutral or 
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reducing atmospheres or vacuum. Up to 2000° C, Mo i s  preferred because 
of its greater ductility and ease of handling. For extended use beyond 
2000" C,  W is preferable as MO becomes too volatile at these temperatures. 
When suitably crsated, some of these metals could also be used in an oxi- 
dising atn:osphcre. MO windings coated with molybdenum disilicide have been 
employed in ordinary air up to 2000" C for a period more than 100 hours 
(Sherwood, 1956). 

In some resistance heating devices, the specimeli is heated by a current 
through a thin melailic foil (Ni, Fa, W or Pt) enclosing it. If the foil is 
nickel, it also serves as a ,&fitter when copper radiation is used. 

The most commonly used refractory tubes for supporting the heating 
coil are quartz (1 100" C), Be0 (1 500" C), A1,0, (1700" C.2) and Tho, (2000" C.) 
Be0 is expensive and needs careful handling being a toxic material. Tho,, 
which is the most suitable oxide from the point of view of chemical stability, 
appears to be the best choice, if its slight radioactivity is not a disadvantage. 

When a spiral is supported on a tube, the windings can be either on the 
inside or on the outside of the tube. Externally wound furnaces are more 
satisfactory from the point of view of temperature uniformity. The 
internally wound heaters inherently give higher sample temperatures as the 
sample is subjected to direct radiation heating. 

Instead of wire resister furnaces, thc specimen can be heated by enclosing 
it inside suitable resister tubes. A carbon tube furnace has been designed 
for operating in vacuum up to 1800" C by Matuyama (1955). The tube 
ends are electroplated for good electrical contact and the tube is  provided 
with suitable holes for X-my irradiation and scattering. Perri, Banks and 
Post (1957) have used a, silicon carbide heater rod instead of a tube with 
recess for PLJRb sample holder (1700" C). 

Sample heating through the thermocouple which, i n  addition t o  measur- 
ing temperature supports as well as heats the crystal, has also been 
employed in some devices (Aruja, Welch aid Gutt, 1959; Czauk and Kleber, 
1971). A synchronous switch phased to the supply voltage isolates the 
thermoelectric current from the heating current which flows only during 
alternate half-cycles. In the intervening half-cycles, the thermocouple is  
connected to the temperature measurement circwt. In a recent design by 
Hanic, Kucera, Ivfedved and Pluhar (1970), both heating and measuring 
circuits operate over complete cycles. In this method, as  the crystal is 
heated only from one end, there is possibility of large temperature gradients 



2. Radio frequency power. heating or inductiotz heating 

In this method, the sample, placed in a ceramic tubc, is hcabcd by 

conduction and radiation from surrounding thin walled refractory susceptor 
(e.g., Pt, W, Ta, Mo, graphite) which is hcalcd by eddy currents induced 
by an r.f, current (frequency about 0.5 megacycle) flowing in the surrcbui~ding 
work coil (usually copper). The main advantage of inducliuii licating is 
that it requires no direct electrical connection lo the healing element. i.e., 
the susceptor. The method has been rtdapled for both cumeras and 
diffractometers Fdwards, Speiser and Johnson, 1949; Land and Franklin, 
1962). Though temperatures up to 3000" C could be obtained, this method 
cannot be employed in an ordinary laboratory in view of tho cicpensive 
periplieral equipment like the r.f. generator. Also the susceptor in the 
heating element is in the same form as for resistance heating; bcnci: the 
material problems and the atmospheric reqiiirements are lhc samc as l i~ 
conventional 'resister healing devices. 

3. Heating by electron or ion bombardment 

In this method, the sample is bombarded by a stream of high speed 
electrons emitted from a tungsten filament and accelerated by a suitable 
potential drop. Hatt, Kent and Williams (1960) have applied this method 
to a counter-cum-camera apparatus and have reported that a specimen 
of tantalum attained a temperature of 1500" C with a filament temperature 
UXX)" C and voltage difference of 100 vo1t.s. The main restriction on the 
maximum working temperature obtainable with this method seems to 
come from the excessive contamination of the specimen by the evaporation 
of the filament material. These authors suggest that the evaporation could 
be controlled to some extent by the use of thoriated tungsten as filament 
material. 

Prickett (1965) designed a high temperature single crystal texture camera 
diffractometer for use with either film or Siemens horizontal diffractometer. 
The sample is heated in vacuum by an ion beam to temperatures as high 
as 2500" C. 

4. Rdation focusing or. thermal imaging techniques 

Crystal tenlperatures of more than 3000" C can be obtained by focusing 
on the crystal the radiant energy from an incandescent lamp or a carbon 



3rc ~ili!;iled ;it OW FOCUS *)I' :I semi-eliip~oidai ol. douhle-parabolic reflector, 
The sample is sitiialed a1 the secolld foclls. imiterceptii-ng the maximuill radia- 
tion flux. The tempemlirrc of Ilie lroated object: e m  be controlled hy switch- 
ing in and out of' a resister. in series 'with the 1amp. 

Radia.tiolr t i ) c ~ i ~ i i l ~  dcvic-"~ i i : i ~ ~ .  in p~incipic, a number. of advantages 
over the uther methotis ;liy)iie:>is!c: in the mngc 1000-300CJCC range. One 
is that. thcy perinit csperimnrs to bi' carried oat. rmdei extremely pure 
conditions, or in s t l - o i l ~ ? ~  oxidi7ing 01- dcdilci;:p aimosphcres--chemical condi- 
tions not cawy to piodtlc;? wilh ir?ore conventiocd heatcr techniques. This 
particiria" acivi!niagc :iri8:::> iie~xasc the sample is compietely isolated from 
the heating source ?iui ~ . ~ . c c p l  for tlic r:di:iLion failing on it, disturbing 
eiectric !icltis :i!ld i - ~ ~ c i i v c  f~irli~ice clcincnls zvr: cxcludetl. The utilization 
of this method for lrigh teii~pcmture X-ray dil'fraction work s o  Car has been 
very iiinitctl (Daroi~, 1962: Krt~Zi 13513; Hail, Kent and Williams, 1960 ; 
Mausl and Wnri-!kc. 196%). 12co.~itly. Osiin~o Kztmada. e t u l .  (1971) have 
made use ol' soiar cncr'py in consrriiction of a high temperature difractometer, 
for study of oxides up to 2159' C .  Considering the advantages r,entioned 
above the method of radixtion lbcusing merits a more extensive applica- 
tion. 

Tiie sample is hs:rteil by pausing a contisuous stream of 1101 air or gas, 
pre-heatcd in 11 siritdhlc f~.irn:ec. i f '  the gus is N, o r  He, in addition to  
heating, it protccts thc r:nnnple f ~ u m  o:ti&tion cffects. This method can be 
easily adapted to ordinary '?Jciss::rrl,:rg cameras without any water-coohg 
problems up to 250' C.  Quareni (1969) has employed this niethod with a 
Weissenburp diihctorncter n mzxirnum working tenqeparature of 900" C. 
The hot air, healing the crystti1 is driven hack by means of a porcelain 
crucible mounted on the base of the crystal goniorneter head, thus prevent- 
ing the heating of the goniometer. Smyth (1972) has recently used this tech- 
nique with x Diclcer four circle goniostat up to  working temperature of 
1000" C .  

6 .  Flame tecltnique 

In  this method, the sa~nple is directly heated by a fine flame of oxy- 
acetylene jet issuing out of a nozzlc. It is perhaps the simplest method of 
obtaining very high sample temperatures (1000-3000°C) in an ordinary 
laboratory. The crystal temperature is changed by regulating the flow 
of oxygen with suitable needle valves and pressure regulators. The tempe- 
rature distribution inside an oxy-acetylene flame is spread over 1m tt, 



Modern research in high temperature technology is producing an we?- 
increasing number of new and interesting refractory n?atcrials. Detailcd 
single crystal analysis at high temperatures, whicli has not bccn done so 
far, can contribute significantly to a better unders:anding of tl:csc rn:ilcrials-- 
coordination in crystal structure, thermal vibratiox, imd cleclt.iiii dcnsitics 
in atoms and hence the ionization statc of the atoms and tile nalurc of 
chemical binding at elevated temperatures. There is, therefore, a parti- 
cular need for high tcmperature devices which permit these investigations 
above the melting point of the platinum. Admittedly, the flame technique 
does not provide for experimentation under highly controlled conditions 
of temperature and atmosphere. The paucity of single crystal X-ray data 
at high temperatures and simplicity and inexpensiveness of the technique, 
however, make the flame approach for getting these temperatures profitable 
particularly in ordinary X-ray laboratories, even though the information 
obtained may be of limited nature. 

7 .  Thermoelectric heating 

Horne, Croft and Smith (1959) have devised a thernzoelectric furnace 
(maximum temperature about 70" C) for X-ray diffraction work on a Norelco 
diffractometer. The powdered sample is pasted on to a copper plate having 
two cavities for a p-type semiconductor (BiTe doped with Sb) and an n-type 
thermoelectric element (BiTe), which form the two legs of a single thermo- 
electric couple. The temperature increase or decrease of the copper plate 
is affected by passing a current in opposite direction through the couple. 
The power is supplied from a 6 volt battery. Thermoelectric furnaces 
have the advantage that they permit studies below and above room 
temperature without any changcs in the experimental set-up. However, 
the maximum temperature obtainable with the method in practice is highly 
restricted. 

3. TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT, CALIBRAT~ON AND CONTROL 

Temperatwe measurement 

The most common method of measuring the sample temperature involves 
tho use. of a thermocouple either in contact with or placed a few mm away 
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from the sample. The thermocouple wires should be as thin as possible, 
consistent with the mchanical strength, so as ta reduce the heat loss through 
conduction along the wires. When the tl~ermocoirple is mounted only on 
one side of the sample, it provides an unsymmetrical path for beat with- 
drawal leading to  .tcrnperature gradients particularly in low heat capacity 
furnaces. Ring-slmpcd theimocouples on either side of the sample have 
been en~ployed to reduce the gradients lo minimum (Basinski, Pearson and 
Christian, 1952). 

The primnry factor in the choicl of a thermocouple for a given tempe- 
rature range is the tiicrnmoelectric e m f .  produced in that range. The most 
satisfactory tliermocouplcs from this viewpoint are chromel-alumel thermo- 
couples LIP to !?OOo C, Pt-Pt/l30/o Rh thermocouples up to  1600' C and 
pt 20% Rh v r  Pt 40% Rh up to 1800° C. Using a n  alloy on both legs 
increase the thermocouple strength ar high temperatures. The therrno- 
couples for measurjng temperatures beyond the platinum point are based 
on Mo, Re, W and Ir and their alloys. MoIybdenum vs rhenium can be 
used in vacuum, reducing or neutral atmospheres up t o  1900" C and 
tungsten vs iridium tharmocouples up to 2100' C in inert gas atmospheres. 

For the measurement of tcrnperaturcs beyond 2000" C (up to 2800° C) 
in reducing atmospheres, W and Re thermocouples appear to be the most 
promising (Harper, 1969). Le Mont Sci. Co. has developed recently a ceramic- 
refractory metal fhcrmocouple based on W3Re-W25Re for use in oxidising, 
reducing, inert or corrosive environment. Information on long term relia- 
bility and reproducibility of temperatures with these thermocouples is not 
available. A serious restriction on any extensive use of W-Re thermocouples 
in the very high temperature range arises from the lack of suitable materials 
for protection and insulation. 

Optical pyrornetry 

This provides a convenient method for measuring temperatures in the 
range 1000 to 3000" C. Properly calibrated optical pyrometers can provide 
an accuracy of 4" C at the gold point, 6" C at 2000" C and 40" C at 4Q00° C 
(Kostkowski, 1959). The two major sources of error in visual pyrornetry 
connected with photoelectric matching and the mean effective wavelength 
can be reduced significantly by the use of photoelectric optical pyrometers 
as the photomultiplier tube is more sensitive than the eye and can discrimi- 
nate between smaller differences of radiance. The pyrometer method 
has a decided advantage in devices where the sensing element cannot 
brought to  the sample, 



Tempe~atures In tile rmge from roow ternperdure ?v 31%' C'  LOU^^! 
be estimated by usmg colour clayoils and small Ibelrtllsier5 (Lcfkvwtz 
and Megaw, 1963). 

The teinperature calibration of the lligli tcmpzr;~tuie X-ray deviccs 
is done using the Following methods: 1. Power input, 2. h,leltit~g point, 
3. Phase transition point and 4. Thermal expansion of inlcsnal standards. 

1 .  Poitw input.-In this method, the power input r.T temperature 
curve is piotted by noting the tcmpcrature of a pra-ca1ibr:~tcrI t i i ~ i - n i ~ c ~ i ~ p ! ?  
in the same position, as a function of the power consurncd by thc i-urnace. 
The method is not suitable Tot- very low ,heat capecity fur~mcc!: as the 
substitution of the thermocouple is likely to alter the experirncntal condi- 

" Y ~ ~ . L I ~ c  curve tions. It is preferable, therefore, to draw the powei- v s  tcmp, ' 
by placing, instead of the ther~i~ocouple. star~dard speciiuenls in llla sarnple 
position, and observing their melting points. With the prolonged use 
of a furnace, a recalibration of te~nperature is i~ecessary bccausc of changes 
in furnace resistance. 

2. Melting point.-In this method, the thej-rnocouple i s  placed in the 
vicinity of the sample and is calibrated in situ by observing tlir i i ~ c l t i n ~  of 
standard specimens located at the sample position. The common melting 
point standards are: A1 (660" C), Ag (960" C),  Au (1063" C) ,  N i  (i3.53" C) 
and Pt (1769" C). Exact melting points or these are somewhat diWcult 
to decide visually as these materials are opaque and in addition, the melting 
of some of these can be observed oniy in selected atmosphere. It lras been 
found more convenient to use transparent substances such as p-nitro toluene 
(54" C), naphthalene (80 - 2" C ,  urea (132.7" C), succinic acid (1 85.2" 0, 
potassium chlorate (358.4" C), cadmium chloride (568" C), sodium tui-rgstate 
(698" C), potassium broinide (730" C), potassium chloride (776" el:), sodium 
chloride (801" C) and alumina (2045" C). When these substailces are 
transparent and also non-cubic, they have the additional advantage that 
an!' temperature gradient 111 the sample could be accurately assessed by 
observing their differential melting t b r o i ~ ~ h  crossed polaroids (Viswamitra 
and Jayalakshmi. 1970). 

Above the alumma temperature, the meltmg pomt of the followmg 
ceramxc oxldes could perhaps be employed Y,O, (2376" C), ZrO, (2706" C), 

HfO, (2753" C )  and Tho, (3050" C) As there are differences In the melting 



point data of ttiwe oxides obtained by different investigators, they could 
be used only as rough estimates of the temperature. 

ThermocoupIe calibration call also be done by noting down the dis' 
appearance of diffraction lines of the standaid substances on nlelting. The 
method is Inore suited to diffractornetc?rs than for cameras i n  view of the 
long exposures needed for photogr~rphing the lines a t  various temperatures. 
presence of small temperature gradients cannot also be easily observed in 
this method. 

3. Cdihmtion li.rit~g known fiwnsition points.--This method at present 
is of liiniled applicability due to lack of materials with reliable transfor- 
lnation temperatures. Mckinstry (1970) has recently suggested the follow- 
ing polymorphic transition points for possible calibration by this method: 
AgI (146 & 1" c). NH,C1 (186" C), Si&-Cristobalite-3C (268 & 2" C), KCIOl 
(300" C), Cs t l  (479" C), Na,AIFc. (562' C), q m r k  (573O C), &SOa (583 & 
2" C), WOa (770" C), PbWO,, (877" C), BaSO, (1 180" C), CaSO, (1 194" C). 

4. Calibrarion by internal skrnlriard.-Next to  the melting point method, 
temperature calibration against the known lattice expansion of materials 
has been most widely employed. The most suitable substances are MgO 
(1400" C) and Pt (1 700" C). Ag and quartz have also been used up to 800" C 
and 1200" C respectively (Wilkinson and Calvert, 1963 ; Yannaquis Regourd, 
Ch. Mazieres and Guinier, 1962). The accuracy of the temperature obtain- 
able with the method is mainly limited by the accuracy of the X-ray instru- 
ment in the measurement of Bragg angles. In order to obtain an  accuracy 
of & lo  C,  diffraction angles must be measured to :k 0,002" in 28. In 
most of high temperature cameras the accuracy at high temperatures i s  
usually & 0.01" in 28, which limits the high temperature accuracy to about 
5" C (Campbell, 1967). 

Temperature stability and control 

The primary factor ~n temperature stability of a high temperature device 
is the constancy of power input in case of the resister furnaces. A constancy 
of + 5" C at elevated temperatures can be easily achieved in vacuum furnaces, 
using electronic stabilizer power supply without any additional automatic 
control unit (Johnson, 1954). Temperature constancy of & 10" can be 
maintained by heating the furance in air by direct current supplied from a 
battery which is kept charged simultaneously, at a slight higher currea 
than the discharge current through the heater (Viswamitra eta] . ,  1970). 
Brumberger and Alexandropoulos (1967) have reported a constancy of 
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5 0.05" C with their wire wound furnace, using system of two windings one 
inside the other with different power consumpti~ns. The outer one is used 
to maintain the sample at  about 5 to 18" @ below the desired temperature 
with a constancy of & 1" C. The second controls the Lemperatme at 
desired level to &0.05° C. 

For automatic temperature control two types of controllers, vrz., on-off 
and proportionate have been used. Simple on-off controllers are controllers 
not suitable for low heat capacity furnaces on account of the problem of 
'hunting the temperature ' due to the thermal inertia and thermal lag of 
the controllers. 

In proportionate controllers, used for high temperature work, usually 
a thermocouple is used as the sensing element. The thermo e.m.f. is held 
to the set operating point by a proportionlug device (usually a reference 
setting potentiometer circuit) that supplies a corrective signal to thc on-line 
power device supplying power to the heater. If the e.m.f. becomes un- 
equal, the controller rapidly and continuously restores the equilibrium 
feeding back the heat-power proportional to the temperature deviation. 

Mckinstry (1970) has devised a low-thermal gradient high temperature 
resistance furnace with a controller modelled after Strong (1938) and Mueller 
et nl. (1946). With this controller, the temperature is held constant over. 
night with changes less than 114" C. A control circuit capable of maintaining 
temperature constant to f .01" C indefinitely has been devised by Lynch 
and Morosin (1971). The voltage corresponding to the desired temperature 
is set on the potentiometer and difference between this and thermocouple 
voltage is fed to the null detector. The Current Adjusting Type controller 
maintains a constant output at null condition, but when input is disturbed, 
either by resetting the set point or by fluctuations in the thermocouple 
temperature, the thermocouple voltage creates on-off signal and controller 
adjust the heater current accordingly. The output of C.A.T. controller 
is matched to a programmable power supply through an amplifier. This 
temperature controller has been reported for their furnace which could be 
used in the range. from room temperature to at least 1000" C. 

N. BeU and A. M. Glazer (1972) have devised a three-term temperature 
conkouer and programme drive unit. With this type of eq~~ipment the 
temperature can be held constant to within 5 114" C for long periods of 
time and can be raised or lowered smoothly at  rates between 2.5" C h-l 
and 1.6" C S-l. In this controller a voltage corresponding to the thermo- 
wuple e.m.f. is fed to a chopper amplifier of fixed gain, in series with that 
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from the thermocouple together with a cold junction compensation e.m.f. 
The derivative and integral stages which are placed parallel and are summed 
by a DC amplifier of variable gain, by m a n s  of which the width of propor- 
tional band is adjusted; this is then connected to a controlled dc stabilizer 
using power transistors. In order to vary the temperature automatically 
and smoothly, a motor-driven helical potentiometer is used which controls 
the reference potential. 

Resister heating below 1000° C permits accurate control of sample 
temperature and also a proper assessment of temperature gradient in the 
sample. In the range 1000-3000" C,  however, the same degree of accuracy 
assessment is difficult, irrespective of the method en~ployed to heat the 
sample. The problem seems to be not one of accurate instrumentation 
but of proper understanding of temperature gradients and thermal condi- 
tions prevailing at  the heated sample. 

4. SPECIMEN HOLDERS AND &HESIVES 

The specimen holders have been of various types and shapes depending 
on the material and its form and on the furnace design adapted. The 
common specimen holders are: platinum and tantalum dishes, silica capil- 
laries, ceramic embedded platinum foil, rhenium trough or boat. The themo- 
couple boat itself has been used in the form of tongs for holding small single 
crystal specimens (Hania, Kucer, Medved and Pluhar, 1970; M. Czank and 
E. Kleber, 1971). 

Recently, the Uranium Carbide Corporation has been marketing boralloy, 
a pyrolytic boron nitride which is a non-toxic and easily machinable material. 
Its excellent thermal shook resistance, chemical inertness and insulating 
property and low X-ray absorption make it a very desirable material for 
sample holders and also for thermocouple protection and furnace support. 

As far as adhesives are concerned, organic adhesives are normally satis- 
factory only at  low temperatures. However, some of the organics like 
Canada balsam retain sticking property up to as high as 1000" C although 
they decompose a t  much lower temperatures (International TabZes, Vol. 
111, 1962). The silico-phosphate dental cements, Harvarid~d 52 (R. and W. 
Haward Detal Ger, Berlin) and Petsalit (Dental Fillings Limited, England) 
have been found good up to 700' C.  The autostic ceramic cement of brushing 
viscosity (Carlton Brown and Partner Ltd., Staffordshire, U.K.) has excellent 
Properties like withstanding severe reverse stresses and chemical inactivity 



in the range -180" to 1200" C (Viswamitra and Jayalakshmi, 1970). The 

ceramic cement .' 250 " by Waldenwanger Co., has been used up to 18QOQ 
and for still higher temperatures the '' 1000 F" (very pure alumina) is 

recommended (Gubser, Hoffman and Nissen, 1963). 

Resistance heating 

The main appeal of resistance heating devices is that they can be 
designed to get highly uniform temperature regions, with letnperatures 
accurately controlled and measured. Extension of this method to much 
higher temperatures than reached at present is desirable. Many refractory 
oxides like ZrOp, ThO, and their mixtures, which are  insulator.^ at room 
temperatures, become conducting at  elevated tempeatures. Stmple hoiders, 
made of these materials, could first be heated to about 1500" C using sup- 
plementary source of heat in the form of external platin~~rn winding, after 
which their own resistance could be used for ohmic heating. This may 
perhaps provide most reliable means of reaching temperatures of the order 
of 2000" C in oxidizing atmospheres. 

The high temperature investigation of refractory oxides, carbides and 
nitrides is of theoretical as well as technological importance. X-ray diffrac- 
tion study of these materials could be done up to their melting points by 
straight heating of their samples by an internal current as their self-resist- 
ance at temperatures close to their melting points is low. As ~nentioned 
in last paragraph, a pre-heating of these up to about 1500" C', using an 
auxiliary outer furnace is however necessary. 

Resistance furnace devices up to 3500' C may become practicable with 
the use of such extremely high melting carbide resisters as tantalum carbide 
(m.p. 3800" C). This possibility depends on the desired shapes being 
fabricated and made available through current developments in high tempe- 
rature materials. 

Application of Iasers 

The laser has, over the conventional radiation sources, the advantage 
that it can deliver an extremely high flux radiation density to a small loca- 
Sized area. The present limitation in the use of available lasers for heating 
purposes is due to the fact that power is obtainable mostly on a pulsed basis. 
This, however, should not be a major problem with the current develop- 
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merit of high power continuous COa !asers. Use of these lasers Ibr high. 
temperature X-ray diffraction studies warrants serious coasidwation as 
this eliminates the upper- temperature limit available at present undel 
controlled conditiona anti atmospheres. 

Many exotic species of ~nolecules like Ag,, Na,Cl, and Li,F', have been 
identified at high ternpenrtures by mass spectrometric methods. There 
is 110 information on their interatomic distances and structures. Not 
gas plasnm devices which permit te~nprratures of the order of 10000 to 
20000" C to be attained are likely lo  find application for the study of these 
by X-ray and clectron diffraction. I t  must, however, be mentioned that 
severe experimental proble~ns have to  be enco~mtered i n  the application 
of this method. 

High temperature X-ray diffraction techniques are being increasingly 
applied for following the kinetics and tho intermediate states i n  chemical 
reactions. These studics call for very accurate temperature measurement 
and control. There is virtually unlimited scope for developing these control 
systems. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF HIGH 'TC?A7Z'2. 4TL! ME 
SINGLE CRYSTAL X-RAY DLFFRACTTON TECH N8Q11 E5 

Goldschmidt (1964) has reviewed the high temperatlire X - m y  dlfl'ractioa 
devices developed till 1964. This bibliography iricludes, iheietbn:. niainly those 
papers whch have appeared since then. A few papers p~hiishcd in  1063 
have also been included as they were not reforred to Ihc earlier review. 
The present review is confined lo only thosc heating devices wlzich are 
meant for single crystal X-ray analysis. I t  follows gencrttl paltorn of 
Goldschmidt's review. The orGler is chronological and data gkcn a x :  
authors, reference, title and brief details. Lnformatiun has beon h k c n  
from Chemical Abstracts wherever original papers were not accessiirPc. 

Symbols : 

MT - Maximum temperature in 'C' 

TC - Thermocouple 
OP - Optical pyrometer 

V - Vacuum 

G - Gas filling 

A - Application 

* - Details not aceess~ble; informat~on taken koni 
Chemical Abstracts. 



I .  Robinson, J .  M. M. and A simple hcaling allach~ncnt for the preccssioa camera. K~,,- 
Fltirkc, 0. W., 1963, thai. a150 1%-(W'!) Rh hand heating M T  1200. Salvlplc 
Zeif. Krisr., 119, S .  257. ccinenlcd on lhc l't/i'l-10% Rh TC. Air. 

2. Gubscr, ll.  A,, Hoffmann X-ray cryshl phologCaphs with Bucrger's precession camera 
W. and Nisscn, H. U., at tcmperalurcs between 1000 and 2C00 C. Extend slcmpera. 
Zeit. Krist., 1963, 119, Lure of device (1) by roplacmg rasistance heating by butane 
S. 264. oxygcn open Ramc. MI' depends v n  combustion @s mix- 

lure. Sample mounting ~ i ~ n i l a r  to (I). A , :  AnorLhile 
(CaAI&OJ. 

'3. Goidak, G. K. and Gal- An ilnproved higi~ lanperature X-ray dilfractometer appamtus 
dak, .I. A,, Can. WcI. will1 a new Lypz 0f rpecilnen oscillator. 
Qrrurr., 1964, 3, 27. A l T '  450. Oscillikting specimco uplical alignment. V o r  C (He). 

High procislon in lnhice spacings oT thc order of i part ill 
20,000. 

4. Pnckett, I(. L., Advmces An ullra high temperature, single cryslal textlue m l e r a  dif- 
in X - P U ~  .4rr,r/ysisS 1965, fraclometer. ion botnbardnienl hcaling M3' 2500. Sample 
8, 86. in llic for111 of powder, single crystal, wue or rod. TC. V. 

Walcr cooling. 

5.  Zobenko. V. V.. Kranls. A high Lcmperalure camera allachment for an X-ray difraclo- 
6. G .  and Umanukii, inclcr. MO spiral lieatcr. .bfT 1400. Powder o r  single 
M. M., Ki~ii.iaNo,rvu/.w, crystal spcciliron on n ceramic rod. TC: Pf/Pl-Rhfor  tempe- 
1966, 11, 280. r;~lnro ~ncasi~lement and control. Y ol C (He) ; water cooling. 

* 6 .  Bbci, ti. and Novak, W., His11 leniperaturc atlachmcnt of X-ray ditTractometer. Band 
Acra Ptrys. Aiolr~ucu, hcaliny devim. M7' 1200? TC: PtIPt 10"/,h. V. 
1966,24, 161. 

7. Poi ,  F. F. Jr. and Peacor A high temperature furnace for a single crystal X-ray diffraclo- 
D. K , .  i s f .  meter. Pt wire wound insidc the innermost tube of three 
1967, 45, 183. concentric alumina tubes. MT 1200 lo 1300. Specimen 

mounted in sealed s~lica capillary. T C :  Pt/Pt-13% R h .  
Stability :& 2' C at  1000' C ovcr 24 hours. Air, water cooling. 
A: study of anolihite. 

*8. Kurel, Hans. J .  imd Heating furnace for X-ray diflractometer upto 8000" C. Can 
Kiehne, H., Neues Julrrh. be operated in V or G. 
Mineral Monfash, 1969, 
235. 

9. 'Quareni, S.,  Zelt. Krist A high temperalurc apparatus for Weisscnberg and precision 
1969, Bd. 128, S.  294. difiactometers. Hot air blowing MT 900. Temperature 

control & 3" C .  Singlc crystal sintcred o n  t o  a platinum 
wire on the Pt/Pt: Kh TC ; Water cooling. 

10. Hanic, F., Kucera, Z., X-ray single crystal analysis lechnque for high temperatures. 
Medved, P. and Pluhar, TC: Pt/Rh in the form of to1y.S for  heating, supporting and 
E., J .  A&. Cryst., temperature rneasurcment. MT 1750. Temperature fluctu- 
1970,3,97. ation about 0.5% ; water cooling. 
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I I. Viswamitra. M. A., 
Jayalakshmi, K and 
Kalyani, V., J. Appl. 
Crysr., 1970,3,227. 

12. Viswamitra, M. A. and 
Jayalakshmi, K., 3. Phys 
E. (3, Sci. Insti..), 1970, 
3,656. 

M. A. VLSWAMrTRA et ni. 

A miniature fnrnace suitable for X-ray Weiusonherg photography 
up to 1000" C. Split platinum coil nmunted on a qo.rrt, bracket. 
Camera mounted vcrticnlly. MIL IOOO. Samp!. in sealed silica 
capillary. TC: PtiPt-13% Rh. 7'hermal gradient 5 to lO0C 
at BOO°C, aiong the sample, I nim long. Air. N o  water 
cooling for vertical mounting. A :  Single cryslul structure 
analysis. 

A simple miniature furnace foi luutine collectioll of intensity 
. data on the Nilger and Walls 190 linear ditfractomaer. Split 

piat~num coil wound on quarw hrackct MT 1000. Sampk 
in sealed sillca capillary, rnounlcil on g<,niomclcr Rwd. I:'urnaco 
rndcpcndcnl oC crystal nloicrnaiils. TC: two Pt/Pt-Rh 13% 
on clther side across the X-ray yap. 'l'hcrnx~l gradient is 
5 to 10VC at 800" C ,  alung a sdmplc, I tmnr low. Air. No 
water cooling or radiation shicld, except for covanng with 
mylar. A :  Single crystal Structure analysis. 

13. Mekinsky, H. A., J.  Low tllernlal gra&ent liigh teInperUture Curnwe for  X-ray 
Appl. Phys., 1970, 41, diffractometers. P1 wlre lntcrnally wound on Lo two hmi -  
5074. sphcrzs. MT 1400. Fuscd slliw snnrple hupport up to 

10OO C and Mullite aho\e 1000 C. 'lempo~~1u1-c control 
0.5" C over 24 hours. TC: l't/PL-lo:;, Rh. Air or  G .  
Forced alr cooling. A :  study or NaCI, SiOz, CieO*, I+AsO,. 

11. Viswamitra, M. A. and Flame techmquc for high tomperaturc singla crystal Weissen- 
Jayalakshmi, K., bcrg photogx~phy (1000-3C00 C I .  Sumpie licaling by oxg- 
Advances in X-ray acetylene flame. M I  3000. bainplc: fined on 10 liic yonio- 
.4nalysk (New York. meter head by high tcmporaturc cotnoin. ()P. Air. Nu 
Plenum Press), 1972, 15, wa:cr cooling or radiation shield. ,I : Single crystal structure 
548. analysis. 

15. Ulrich Keppler, Zeic. A lhsating attachment l'or Buergor's prmcssioa carnerd. MT 
Krist. 1969, B3:130 503'C. Crystal mounted on a plalinu~n wire using rnixture 
S 234-235. of AL,O, powder and silicate of soda (water glass). 

16. C d ,  M. and Kleber, E., A high lcillpcrature furnace for single crystal X-ray m ~ e r a s .  
Zeir. Krirt., 1971, Bd. Thermocouple as heating element crystal holder and tempe- 
133, S 168-178. rature measurmg probe. Supplemeota~-y lbrnace i'or diifmto- 

nletry employing Pt-PtIKIu-10% bmd I~esting. MT 1500'C. 
Temp. fluctuat~oo 20-21" C for 1 nun diarneter TC and 5-6" C .  
for 4 mm TC at 1500" C. Water cooling to goniometer and 
supplenlentary furnace. A :  Anorthite, eucryptite. 

17. Lynch, R. W. and Mom- A hemispherical furnace for high Le~l~praltrre single ffystal 
sin, B., J .  Appi. Crysf.. X-ray diffraction stud~es. Rhmiunx wire Iwater potted in 
1971,4,352. ceranlic calneol. Furnace employs three concentric beryllium 

hemispheres to prov~dc vacuum environn~~nt and to act as 
heal reflecting ahiclds. ,MI 1000 L: 7.c: 1'1-L't/Rh 13% 
Temp. control: f_ 0.1'c. v 

A :  Thermal cxpansmn data for ou~rygtite (Li Ai SiO.), Bury1 
(AI,bS,O,$ and Alulnlnrurn 'Titanate (Al,Ti03. 



18. Smylh, J .  K., . h r .  .Mir~eral, A simple heating stage for single crystal d~ffraction studies 
1972.51 ,  1305. upto 100Cr'C. Platinum wiro would pyrophyllite furnace. 

Nitrogen gas heating. M;P 1000" C. TC: Pt-Pt/Rh lO>,. 
Crystal in evacuated silica gas capillary. Temperature constancy 
-k 10" C. Water cooling, Kapton film covering to the heater 
assembly. A :  X-ray intensity data of ferrous-iron pyroxene 
minerals upto 1000' C. 

19. Bett, N. and Glarer. A.M., A high temperature apparatus for accurate single crystal and 
.r. Pkys. E., 1972,s. 1178, powder X-ray studies. Funrace made o f  twd nichrome coil 

placed inside a pyrophyllite cylinders. MT: ICQO'C. 

TC: Chromel-alumel mounted o n  gouiometer head. Specimen 
nealed capillary attached to TC tip. Three term temperature 
controller and programme drive unit. Temp. constancy 
k 114" C. Cooling of film cassette by blowing air above 300- 
400" C. Aluminium foil on inside surface of film cassette. 

A :  Phase transition in NaNbO,. High precision lattice constant 
and structurc determination. 

20. Brown, G. E., Shigeho, S. 
and Prewitt, C. T.. Am. 
Mineral, 1973, 58, 
698-704. 

21. Shaikh, A. M. and 

A now yiwle crystal healer fo r  the precession camera and four 
circle diffractotneter. Heating element i s  a ZrO, cement 
covered Pt-13% Rh coiled yoke. IMT 1200" C. TC: P t p t  
Rlr 10%. Temp. constancy 5 ' C  at 1000° C.  Crystal in 
evacuated and sealed quartz capillary. Kapton film frame 
to prevent air currents. A: Phase transition in lunar aod 
terrastrial pigeonitas, structural studies o f  high pigeonites. 
Lunar hortonolite, hi8h cummingtonite, tremolite, acmite, 
diopside. hendenbergite, jadeite, spodumene, ureyite. 

A simple heater attachment to precession camera for  high 
Viswamitra, M. A, temperalure X-ray diirraction studies upto 1000" C. Plati- 
Pran~hnu, 1973, U4), 204. num wire. wound heater split in the middle for sample inser- 

tion and X-irradiation. MT: 1000'C. TC: .Ft/Pt-Rh 13%. 
Temp. constancy & 2" C at 550" C. Mylar film covering to 
film. Nu water cooling. A : Sodium meta-vanadate. 

22. Shaikh, A.  M. and A High temperatu~e Wcissmberg camera for single crysal 
Viswamitra, M. A,, X-ray diffraction studies. Different types of heating attach- 
National Conferenca ments such as  platiinum wire wound heatel, hot air probe. 
on Crystallography and M. T. 1000" C. T C  ; Pt/Pt-Rh 13% Air, V. or G. Forced air 
Symposium on the cooling. Aluminium coated mylar covering to film. A :  
struoturr and c o d -  Single crystal structure analysis and phase transition. 
mation of B i o l @ d  
mokculcs, I.I.SC., 
Bangalore, Uec. 26-29. 
1974, 0 1 ,  p. 54. 


